
DBIR CLIFF NOTES
Summary of Verizon’s 2016 
Data Breach Investigations Report



This guide gives an overview of Verizon’s 2016 DBIR revealing the biggest IT security risks 

facing businesses, citing incident data from 67 contributors around the world. Understand 

what your customers are up against to help put proper cybersecurity plans in place. 

      Page numbers listed in this guide denote the page where more   
      information can be found in the DBIR 2016. 

      Download the complete report by visiting: 
      www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/2016/



What is an incident?
Verizon defines an incident as a security event that compromises the integrity, 
confidentiality and availability of an information asset.

Incident classification patterns involving confirmed breaches, in order of frequency over 
the past 3 years: (pg 5)

 1. POS intrusions
 2. Web app attacks – web application related stolen credentials or
   vulnerability exploits
 3. Cyberespionage – state affiliated and targeted attacks
 4. Crimeware – malware to compromise systems
 5. Insider and privilege misuse – unauthorized insider related activity
 6. Payment card skimmers – physically installed malicious card readers
 7. Miscellaneous errors – mistakes that compromise security
 8. Physical theft and loss – physical loss or theft of data/IT-related assets
 9. Denial of service – non breach related attacks affecting operations

Only the first 6 are covered in this report – the last 3 are not covered for the following 
reasons: 
 
 • 7 = mistakes, undistinguished
 • 8 = physical threats not investigated by Verizon
 • 9 = not a breach

The human element is increasingly more responsible for attacks – 30% of all data breaches 
documented included email, in-person deception or phone calls to infiltrate and expose. 
(pg 8)
 
 • Phishing (72%), pretexting (16%), and bribery/solicitation (10%)

What is a breach?
Verizon defines a breach as an incident that results in the confirmed disclosure (not just 
potential exposure) of data to an unauthorized party.

Few breaches are unique – a small number of breach scenarios compromise the vast 
majority of incidents.  12 scenarios represent 60% of investigations (pg 3).
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      SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
      (pg 10) – 16% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium to high
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months 
      Motive: Espionage and financial 
      Targeted industries: Manufacturing, professional services, public, IT, utilities

 • Rely on influencing or tricking people into disclosing information like clicking on hyperlinks or opening attachments  
  – deception, manipulation, pretexting, phishing, other scams. Can be the door or the end game itself.
 • Real-world example: Construction equipment manufacturer noticed a competitor with a product that looked exactly  
  like theirs – this was surprising because the competitor was traditionally not in the equipment game. The  
  engineering team was interviewed. The Chief Design Engineer had been looking for a new position online and  
  opened an email from a “recruiter” he/she had been talking to on LinkedIn that was in actuality a Chinese hacking  
  group known to work on behalf of the Chinese government. An attachment in an email for a position was an  
  entryway. The hackers gained access to systems, blueprints, even attached USB drives.

SOLUTION: Add more training and an awareness program. Implement advanced monitoring solutions, Anti-virus was 
concentrated on one unified solution.

BREACH BREAKDOWNS

      FINANCIAL PRETEXTING  
      (pg 15) – 7% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to medium 
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months 
      Motive: Financial 
      Targeted industries: Finance, accommodation, retail 

 • Threat actors using false pretenses to trick or dupe a victim into performing a financial transaction or providing  
  privileged data.  Usually use many communication channels especially social media.
 • Real-world example: Regional bank was alerted by the fed of several wire transfers totaling $5.3 million.  After  
  Verizon interviewed the Finance Manager who the wire transfers originated from, they discovered that her system  
  has been “acting on its own” at times.  The bank CIO had sent an email commending her (they had never met) with  
  a link attached to it.  She clicked on it. This was a Zeus Trojan.

SOLUTION: While the attack was not successful it led to more employee training.  Security awareness is at an all-time high.  
Multi factor authentication was also implemented to keep compromised systems from accessing applications.



      DIGITAL EXTORTION 
      (pg 18) – 9% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to medium
      Time to discover and contain: Hours to days
      Motive: Financial 
      Targeted industries: Finance, public 

 • Extortion is nothing new, now the playing field is online. The victims are often placed in lose-lose situations.  
  Criminals look for pictures, documents, files, or information. Customer data is often extorted to defame the organization.
 • Real-world example: An IT team member for a consumer goods retailer/manufacturer received an email from  
  someone who claimed to successfully exfiltrate several years’ worth of customer order data. They wanted money  
  to not release it. Second email demanded $50k and attached a sample of the customer data. Verizon investigated  
  and found a flaw in the e-commerce authentication system. The hacker had 1.5 million customer orders.

SOLUTION: Once this was identified, the IT team member responded. The PR team announced the breach and preempted 
the hacker. They rebuilt the entire e-commerce system.

      INSIDER THREAT  
      (pg 22) – 12% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low 
      Time to discover and contain: Days/weeks/months 
      Motive: Financial, espionage, grudge motivation 
      Targeted industries: Finance, accommodation, healthcare, public

 • Insider threat actors have some level of trust and privilege causing a major data breach with malicious intent.
 • Real-world example: Verizon was alerted that a perpetrator was abusing the CEO email account. After a thorough  
  search, the spam filter was pinpointed as suspicious. Normally, email messages come from the internet into the  
  spam filter before hitting the mail server.  In this case, the filter was logging ALL incoming emails (not only  
  suspicious emails), including the CEO’s email account. Additionally, all the logs had been deleted from the  
  spam filter.

SOLUTION: CEO and HR contacted. Director and administrator interviewed. Turned out they were both liars. Both fired.  
Spam filter was reconfigured to watch only flagged messages so it could alert IT admins to threats and threats only.



      USB INFECTION  
      (pg 31) – 33% of breach activity

      Sophistication: High  
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months 
      Motive: Espionage and financial 
      Targeted industries: Manufacturing, professional services, public

 • Infected USB drives inserted into company devices continue to be one of the most common ways that threat actors  
  penetrate corporate networks.
 • Real-world example: Film industry executive was sent branded USB, envelope, letterhead from a company he had  
  met with that weekend at a trade show.  He plugged it in and loaded an executable file.  He watched the film trailer  
  and reviewed the press kit.  While playing the trailer the USB installed malware to steal unreleased films.  The  
  company’s proxy server detected the intrusion and alerted the IT team.  This was a smokescreen as a back-door  
  server was accessed as well, hiding as the IT team chased the easy find.

SOLUTION: Movie released on torrent sites. Laptop had to be rebuilt. USB was located and destroyed. The malware did 
not spread to any other machines. Anti-virus had failed, so Verizon recommended reinstalling and running at all times. USB 
training was given. User credentials were reset on all company assets and for all users that worked close to the executive.

      PARTNER MISUSE  
      (pg 24) – 4% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Lowest
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months  
      Motive: Espionage and financial 
      Targeted industries: Finance, accommodation, healthcare, public

 • Vendors and business partners leverage legitimate logical or physical access for unsanctioned access to data.
 • Real-world example: Verizon was alerted by a cyber insurer that they had a client in the oil and gas industry  
  operating gas stations in the US. Magnetic stripes were compromised at either stations or headquarters. While  
  Verizon was investigating at corporate the number of compromised locations jumped from 5 to 9 stations. Verizon  
  noticed that the attacks were not coming from typical outside sources.  

SOLUTION: The IT vendor that maintenance the POS system (requiring a VPN) was monitored and found to be the culprit.  
The attacker would set ahead the system time and date, rip the cc info, and set the time back. Verizon watched the vendor 
do it live, sent law enforcement to the site (this was after hours) and found one employee on site. They confessed.



      HACKTIVIST ATTACK 
      (pg 38) – 3% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to medium
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months to detect; hours to days to contain
      Motive: Ideology 
      Targeted industries: IT, public, finance

 • Hacktivists are motivated by ideology in effort to maximize disruption and embarrassment to their  
  targeting victims.
 • Real-world example: Water company contacted Verizon.  After investigating, they found inconsistencies in the  
  valves and controls that regulate what levels of chemicals go into drinking water.  Hacktivists had infiltrated via the  
  payment application for consumer utility billing.

SOLUTION: Verizon updated many of the IT systems and shut down the payment method before installing a second form of 
verification.

      PERIPHERAL TAMPERING 
      (pg 35) – <1% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium
      Time to discover and contain: Hours to days to discover; months to contain
      Motive: Financial 
      Targeted industries: Finance, retail

 • Hardware that is seen as non-critical to the network is modified to allow threat actors, usually to reach a more  
  critical device in order to extract information.
 • Real-world example: Chain store was looking to explore possibly compromised personal electronic devices (PEDs).   
  After heading to a few stores, Verizon collected a few PEDs and opened them up – there was a second magnetic  
  card reader in them. Additionally a membrane touch keypad was installed underneath the main keypad. There was  
  also an unauthorized circuit board. Circuit boards had memory chips and Bluetooth devices. In total, five dozen PEDs  
  were compromised.  Perpetrators were in the parking lot collecting data.  

SOLUTION: PEDs immediately replaced. Through CCTV the perpetrators were discovered.  The swap took less than 
10 seconds. 



      LOGIC SWITCH  
      (pg 46) – 53% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to high
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months to discover; hours to months to contain
      Motive: Financial, espionage, ideology
      Targeted industries: Finance, IT, healthcare, public, education, retail

 • Manipulation of account balances and withdrawal limits to create non-existent funds, bypass security measures  
  and cash out quickly.
 • Real-world example: Financial customer in the banking industry with high value bank accounts had experienced  
  millions of dollars of fraudulent ATM transactions. These transactions were international and involved massive  
  amounts higher than standard allowable. Everything happened in a two hour window, all over the globe. Law  
  enforcement had already been engaged and one of the bank’s IT administrators was involved – they stole  
  credentials from another admin and then modified security around the other accounts. Malware was involved to  
  take PCI information once the “gates were opened” in the two hour window. Law enforcement took hold once the  
  criminal was determined.  He had been recruited by organized crime gangs, one of many in large  
  multi-national banks.

SOLUTION: Identify roles within the bank that require access to sensitive customer data. Implement monitoring controls 
around the data and systems collecting the data. Implement a review process to detect changes to encryption schemes and 
withdrawal limits.

Keep in mind: 80% of all breaches occur due to exploitation of 
stolen, weak, default, or easily guessable passwords

      ROGUE CONNECTION  
      (pg 43) – 4% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to medium 
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months to discover; months to contain
      Motive: Financial
      Targeted industries: None (opportunistic threat)

 • Rogue network devices can be any sort of endpoint like wireless access points, laptops, etc.  
 • Rogue connections stem from BYOD initiatives in organizations where there is no policy to manage the signals and  
  traffic on those devices.
 • Real-world example: Finance industry customer reached out to Verizon after end-users reported they were unable  
  to access their online portals. They would receive odd error messages indicating the site was blocked. The IT 
team was unaware of anything that would force that block. IT scans were clean and the servers were operating normally. 
Nothing on the main network was malicious – the company had segmented networks for BYOD and guest access. They 
identified there was suspicious activity there. An employee’s personal laptop had been infected at home, brought to work 
and infected the segmented network. Problem was there was little to no monitoring on this network. Egress traffic had 
zero monitoring on it. Since the BYOD traffic was using the same network equipment, the corporate network was flagged as 
“unsafe” to the customers.

SOLUTION: Block high risk network ports and protocols, implement new logging and monitoring. Monitor the BYOD traffic 
on different network devices as well.



      CMS COMPROMISE 
      (pg 54) – 46% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months to detect; days to weeks to contain
      Motive: Financial, espionage, ideology  
      Targeted industries: Finance, public, retail

 • Content Management Systems (CMS) include publishing, modifying content, organizing data and managing users.   
  CMS vulnerabilities that are left unpatched are often targeted and used as a foothold to install back-door programs.
 • Real-world example: Global shipping conglomerate was having issues with piracy – real pirate piracy – the attacks  
  were highly sophisticated. Crew would be quickly ushered into safe areas, and shortly after the pirates would be  
  gone, attacking only specific containers. The pirates had to know where the gear they wanted was located.  
 • The company used a homegrown CMS to manage shipping routes.  Threat actors used an insecure upload script to  
  load a web shell, which is essentially a script that enables remote administration on a web server.  The threat  
  actors then opened the web shell to gain administrator privileges: the could upload/download data and run various  
  commands on the CMS.  They could pull down bills for future shipments and identify sought after crates.

TYPICAL CMS attacks focus on e-commerce applications.  Instead of taking PCI data, criminals seek to manipulate 
PCI code to be non-compliant, allowing them to capture data and exfiltrate it in real time.

SOLUTION: Since the attackers were not advanced, the commands were sent over in plain text, leaving a clean trail back 
to the perpetrators. Compromised web systems were easy to locate. Block threat actor’s IP addresses, reset compromised 
passwords and rebuild affected servers with current version of its CMS. Complete vulnerability scans of web applications 
and implementing a more formal patch management process.

      SQL INJECTION   
      (pg 50) – 23% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium   
      Time to discover and contain: Days to months 
      Motive: Financial, espionage, ideology 
      Targeted industries: Utilities, manufacturing, public, educational, retail, financial 

 • SQL injections are methods of abusing an application’s interaction with its back end database. These attacks  
  leverage non-validated inputs to modify existing database queries to target web applications.
 • Real-world example: Manufacturing company contacts Verizon about a possible breach. They were two weeks into  
  looking for it. For the last two bi-weekly pay cycles, all C-suite executives did not receive direct deposit, instead  
  their money was routing to a foreign bank account. After assuming it was a one-time accounting error, it happened  
  again. The company used a web-facing HR portal that employees could access using their SSN and a six digit  
  PIN. This app was built 10 years ago by an employee that had left five years ago. It had never been updated.  
  Attackers had exploited the help ticketing text submission application in the HR app. They gained access to the HR  
  database through this. All the records were clean, suggesting the attackers were entering and cleaning up every  
  two weeks to hide their tracks.

SOLUTION: Scrap the platform and implement an internal HR platform. SQL attacks are often due to inherent flaws in the 
application itself, as opposed to the database, for example. There are no patches or updates for SQL injection – you need to 
be rigorous in your front-end design.
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      DNS TUNNELING 
      (pg 62) – <1% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium
      Time to discover and contain: Unknown
      Motive: Espionage and financial
      Targeted industries: Retail

 • Domain Name Systems (DNS) enables users and machines to communicate across the Internet. Translates human- 
  friendly domain names into machine-friendly IP addresses and vice versa.
 • Real-world example: Client reached out to Verizon, seeing erratic security concerns for a year, but nothing major.  
  Turns out one of the security appliances wasn’t logging domain names properly. There were strange DNS logs:  
  malformed, seemingly random entries, all sourced from just three IP addresses.  Rather than looking at the logs,  
  Verizon looked at what the DNS server was doing with those requests. Everything was being routed to a remote  
  name server. These requests represented a direct path from the backup servers to the public Internet.  

Over 50% of all confirmed data breaches contained malware along the attack chain. Malware is usually not on its 
own – social actions and hacking actions accompany it 80% of the time.

SOLUTION: Rebuild affected systems and implement new controls around the internal DNS servers. DNS servers no longer 
allowed to make DNS requests for non-internal domains and security event systems were not being fed DNS logs. File 
integrity monitoring solution was suggested. Direct access from/to the Internet was eliminated.

      BACK-DOOR ACCESS   
      (pg 58) – 51% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Medium to high
      Time to discover and contain: Days to weeks to discover; weeks to months to contain
      Motive: Espionage and financial
      Targeted industries: Accommodations, finance, public, professional services

 • Backdoors are one of the most common methods for accessing internal networks.
 • Real-world example: Manufacturing client’s IT department discovered numerous instances of connections between  
  the company’s R&D department and an external IP address. Breach source was a phishing email that targeted a  
  specific individual on the engineering team.

SOLUTION: Damage was already done.  Strategic and proprietary information (2 GB) had already been exfiltrated. The 
solution here was in tiers of immediate and long-term actions.  
 • Immediate: Block foreign IP addresses, force password changes, prohibit access to public cloud collaboration sites 
 • Long-term: Two-factor authentication, prohibit access to personal email and other non-essential sites, increase  
  security awareness and training

DNS



      SOPHISTICATED MALWARE 
      (pg 70) – 32% of breach activity

      Sophistication: High sophistication
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months
      Motive: Espionage
      Targeted industries: None

 • Sophisticated malware is designed to slip past anti-virus systems and remain undetected as computer scans come  
  back clean. Sophisticated malware is so well written that even the most advanced and protected IT shops struggle  
  to detect and contain the threats.
 • Real-world example: Multinational financial institution detected suspicious activity on a single previously flagged  
  C2 server after analyzing the network traffic.  C2 servers, aka command-and-control servers, are used by attackers  
  to maintain communications with compromised systems in a targeted network.  C2 servers are essentially the  
  “general” that commands the army of “bots” to do their bidding. These C2 servers were part of a larger pattern that  
  Verizon had been seeing with other clients.  Verizon nailed it down to a single IP address.  Problem was they  
  couldn’t tie the IP address to a single user and the egress traffic was not being monitored.  So Verizon setup  
  appliances to monitor outbound traffic. BOOM. Browser cache data determined the threat emerged from social  
  engineering. An employee clicked on a link in an email and the malware spread to multiple systems. The malware   
  operated in a P2P fashion on an unregulated/unmonitored port. P2P malware is hard to identify due to the mesh of  
  the network and its agility to jump around. This was customized malware. No anti-virus would have stopped it.

SOLUTION: Firm began logging all firewall activity. Ingress and egress Internet traffic to C2 server was blocked – this cut 
off the malware’s ability to spread. Infected port was reconfigured to drop traffic not destined for firm’s DNS infrastructure.

      DATA RANSOMWARE   
      (pg 66) – 4% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low    
      Time to discover and contain: Hours to days to detect and contain 
      Motive: Financial 
      Targeted industries: None (opportunistic threat) 

 • RANSOMWARE is malware that prevents users, typically through encryption, from accessing their system, file  
  shares, or files. Criminals hold the data for ransom until the user agrees to pay money to regain access to  
  their data.
 • Real-world example: Users complained that they were no longer able to access a financial database. The database  
  had been redirected to a webpage asking for cash in bitcoin. Facing a backup restoration that was over three  
  months old, the company paid the ransom. Only there was no promised restoration. Verizon was brought in. After  
  disconnecting systems from the Internet, it was found out that thousands of files had been encrypted with  
  ransomware. Vector of compromise was a malicious Adobe Flash file that was accessed while online.  As soon as  
  the file was downloaded it replicated itself with a different file name in a different directory. IP addresses of source  
  were confirmed malicious addresses.

SOLUTION: Remove Internet access from critical systems (or change preferences to track activity), use logins with complex 
password policies, and ensure that applications are updated and regularly patched.  
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      CREDENTIAL THEFT 
      (pg 78) – 42% of breach activity

      Sophistication: Low to high
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months to discover; hours to months to contain  
      Motive: Financial, espionage, ideology
      Targeted industries: Finance, public, retail, professional services, IT

 • Spyware and key logger attacks involve unauthorized hardware/software to record user and system generated  
  information.
 • Real-world example: Several external facing IP addresses of an RRR customer had been flagged for malicious  
  activity. Verizon began to monitor all systems and the network – they found the malware had been in place for  
  months. A SQL injection was used to gain back-door access to the webservers which then dropped a web shell and  
  started ripping info from password dumps. Highly restricting passwords with special characters &*^%$ are not  
  impervious to key-logging. With these passwords, they gained access to other key systems. An IT administrator had  
  created a spreadsheet with passwords on it and they had also found that.

SOLUTION: Force password reset, two-factor authentication for VPN especially for those accessing critical resources.  
Vulnerability patching policy needed a refresh and to be maintained more vigilantly.

      RAM SCRAPPING  
      (pg 74) – 55% of breach activity (8% overall)

      Sophistication: Low to medium 
      Time to discover and contain: Weeks to months to discover; days to weeks to contain
      Motive: Espionage and financial 
      Targeted industries: Accommodation, espionage, financial, retail

 • RAM scrapping involves malware designed to monitor and extract specific and targeted data from memory banks.   
  Usually customized to industry specific POS systems.
 • When it comes to PCI, retailers are usually alerted by law enforcement, payment card branch or their  
  merchant bank.
 • Real-world example: After being contacted by a third party, Verizon was brought in. Because RAM scrapping is  
  very common, it was one of Verizon’s first methods of inspection. They found that POS systems had been infected  
  and created backdoors for password dumping, allowing the threat actors to create administrator credentials. This  
  allowed them access to processing servers, which were then infected with separate malware. This malware  
  was a RAM scrapper with exfiltration capabilities. It was specifically designed to grab information as cards were  
  swiped. Capturing the RAM memory of the swipe is important because this is the stage before it is encrypted.

SOLUTION: Customer had to completely disconnect the Internet as the threat actors were still attempting to exfiltrate.  
They rebuilt their entire network, including two-factor authentication and rebuilding all infected servers. Passwords were 
forced to reset for all systems.

RAM Scrappers were involved in 95% of POS intrusions in 2015.
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Logs – not having any, not enough, or too difficult to retrieve
(therefore not used)
 
Network topologies out of date
 
Baseline images and trusted tasks out of date and not refreshed
 
Dual use tools left on systems and not monitored
 
Pulling power cable instead of network cables – rebuilding the 
system and then calling Verizon – that erases all the forensic trail
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CONTROLLABLE ACTIONS 
TO INVESTIGATE A BREACH
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